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CEE�'"

16 th Annual Industry Partners Meeting

Consortium for Energy Efficiency

Wednesday, October 2, 2019
8:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

General Session

Welcome and Introductions
Ed Wisniewski, Executive Director, CEE

From Past to Present: Energy Efficiency Programs and Industry Trends
Presenter: John Boladian, Director - Energy Efficiency, DTE Energy
During this session, the Chair of the CEE Board of Directors will offer preliminary findings from the
2019 CEE Annual Industry Report, which measures efficiency program budgets, expenditures, and
impacts offering insight into general program trends in the US and Canada. Using this dataset, which
over the years has been extensively cited by energy media, financial analysts, government agencies,
energy management companies, and CEE members, the presenter will highlight unique findings for
gas and electric programs relevant for industry partners. Understanding is further enhanced by the
complementary CEE Program Performance Benchmarking framework and dataset comprised of key
performance metrics yielding a reliable empirical basis to drive introspection and improve program
impact and design.

How a Shared IDSM Framework Manifests in Different ISO Regions
While continuing to deliver customer energy and bill savings, CEE members continue to evolve their
portfolio of voluntary customer programs to serve new objectives. Grid balancing, load forecasting
and resource planning, load management, incorporation of behind-the-meter generation, and
decarbonization are examples of how programs are expanding their purpose. How does this
influence the technologies and functionality that will be promoted in the next generation of "energy
efficiency" programs? What role will connected, automated products play? What new business
opportunities will be enabled? During this session, utility leaders representing several different ISO
regions will present the shared IDSM framework developed at CEE and describe applications and
implications of this shared vision in their local service territories. Industry attendees will be
encouraged to share observations about how their new products could be called upon by customers
to capitalize on these opportunities and to identify discussion topics to address during the afternoon
breakouts.

Networking Break

July 2019 Version
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CEE�'"

16 th Annual Industry Partners Meeting

Evening Reception

5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Consortium for Energy Efficiency

Relax with friends new and old after the exciting day of efficiency-focused collaboration with
complimentary hors d'oeuvres and refreshments.

6:30 p.m.

Dinner

Following the Reception, several CEE staff will be available to lead interested attendees to dinner at
one of the many nearby world-class restaurants.

July 2019 Version

Return to 16th Annual Industry Partners Meeting Agenda
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16 th Annual Industry Partners Meeting

Consortium for Energy Efficiency

Thursday, October 3, 2019
8:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

General Session

Dynamic Times for our Industry Partners: What's Changing for Critical
Allies?
The utility industry is not the only sector undergoing unprecedented change. In some cases (loT,
climate change, and digitization) the underlying source of change is the same, while others are
unique to a given industry. During this session, invited representatives from the HVACR, Lighting,
Hydraulics, and ESCO industries will sketch out a snapshot of their current industry dynamics,
homing in on issues relevant to CEE members administering voluntary programs. Understanding
some of the focal points of these industries will inform current collaborations and perhaps identify
new opportunities. Other industry attendees will be encouraged to share similar disruptions affecting
their business operations and CEE members will have an opportunity to posit new program models
that reflect the business realities presented.

CEE Short Takes
CEE staff will provide key updates coming out of member-driven committees, projects, and
explorations. Come hear about all the great work members are doing through the Consortium and
new partnership opportunities for our industry partners.

Networking Break

July 2019 Version
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16 th Annual Industry Partners Meeting

Consortium for Energy Efficiency

Target Outcome: Industry partners will have the opportunity to inform voluntary incentive program
design and execution strategies through enhancements to the CEE Commercial Water Heating
Initiative. CEE members will lead a collaborate discussion about impactful program design focusing
on system efficiency in a whole building context. Attendees will work to achieve consensus on
proposed changes to our binational initiative for commercial water heating.

Industry Partners Meeting Adjournment

July 22, 2019 Version
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16th Annual Industry Partners Meeting
Tuesday, October 1, 2019
Day-Ahead Events

UL Test Lab Tour, Plano TX (CEE Members Only) 10:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.
This tour offers participating CEE members an opportunity to better understand load-based lab
testing and the opportunity to interact with the UL staff conducting the testing. Tour participants will
see how residential HVAC equipment is tested, will observe how a dual chamber HVAC test facility
can be used to simulate a real-world operation, and gain increased understand of the challenges and
benefits of testing equipment performance with equipment operating under its own controls. This
information will help CEE continue to assess if the benefits of load-based testing merit the
incremental costs, and the extent to which it will cost-effectively address shortcomings of the current
DOE performance metrics.
This event is for members only and is limited to the first 20 people who sign up. A bus will depart at
8:30am from the Sheraton, Fort Worth and transport attendees to the UL Test Lab in Plano, TX.
Attendees may also secure their own transportation if arriving in Fort Worth that morning. Attendees
will then head over to the Lennox International R&D Facility Tour, which begins at Noon. A bus will
bring attendees back to the Sheraton, Fort Worth at approximately 4pm.

Tour of Lennox’s R&D Facility (CEE Members Only)
12:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Join us for a special tour of Lennox's Product Development and Research Center in Carrollton, TX.
Attendees will get to see the testing labs and learn more about the OEM's processes at the facility
with a focus on residential equipment and controls. This event is for members only and is limited to
the first 20 people who sign up. A bus will bring the group to and from the Fort Worth Sheraton
hotel, with a departure time of around 11:00 a.m. and a return time around 4:00 p.m. Lunch will be
provided.

Residential HVAC Committee Meeting (Part I of III)
- 6:00 p.m.
RESIDENTIAL HVAC COMMITTEE I – ELECTRIC, NATURAL
GAS, CONNECTED

CEE Initiative Revision: Designing a
Comprehensive Strategy to Support
Heating and Cooling Opportunities for
Today and Tomorrow

4:30 p.m.

 Informative
 Deliberative
Who Should Attend
 Program Design & Planning
 Program Management
 Marketing & Outreach
 Evaluation or Market Research
 Regulatory Affairs
 Technology & Engineering
 Portfolio Management
 Government

Description CEE is working to revise its longstanding
Residential Heating and Cooling Systems Initiative. Members
are seeking to address several new or evolved objectives
through this particular update, to reflect the myriad of
technical, market, and portfolio changes impacting residential
HVAC programs. During this session, participants will review
the draft revised Initiative strategy, which includes several key
approaches:
 Increasing technological advances and variance of heating/cooling options available on the
market; the CEE Initiative, therefore, requires a more holistic approach for differentiating high
performing products and systems.
July 22, 2019 Version
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Traditional one-for-one replacement program models may not enable the greatest savings
potential given the unique circumstances of each home, consumer, and application; the CEE
Initiative must look at program design from a more customized and individualized manner
that considers recommendations specific to a given situation or scenario.
Current federally regulated rating metrics and methodologies for differentiating equipment
are not reliable indicators of real-world performance or expected energy savings; a longerterm goal of the Initiative involves identifying reliable metrics that can effectively reflect infield performance of a diverse range of product types in all climates.

Target Outcome Members and industry partners will examine, assess, and weigh in on the collective
strategies outlined in CEE’s draft Residential Heating and Cooling Systems Initiative, and provide
feedback on how to modify content before finalizing a version of the consensus-developed resource.
Once finalized, the full Initiative will be brought to the CEE Board of Directors for authorization and
publication.

Welcome Hour

5:30 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.

Consortium members have appreciated the chance to meet and greet each other before delving into
the content of the CEE Industry Partners Meeting over the next two days. For attendees arriving on
Tuesday, please join staff representing each CEE sector for Dutch-treat style refreshments at the
hotel.

Dinner

6:30 p.m.

Following the Welcome Hour, several CEE staff will be available to lead interested attendees to
dinner at one of the many nearby world-class restaurants.

July 22, 2019 Version
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Consortium for Energy Efficiency

"Who Should Attend" Descriptions
Program Design & Planning

Responsible for developing and proposing programs including specification levels, evaluating
cost-effectiveness, establishing rebate amounts, and deciding which activities the program will
encompass (e.g., stakeholder education)

Program Management

Oversees the delivery of programs and can provide insights for the CEE process regarding what
has worked and what has not

Marketing & Outreach

Promotes programs to the public and trade allies and makes decisions regarding promotional
materials, advertising placements, and conducting on-line promotions

Evaluation or Market Research

Plans and oversees: market research for program planning or baseline setting, tracking and
assessment of program impacts, progress towards program goals, and/or process evaluation.
May also collect and analyze data in support of these efforts

Regulatory Affairs

Responsible for working with regulators on rate cases

Technology & Engineering

Qualified to evaluate the technical potential, performance, or safety of equipment under
consideration for inclusion in programs

Portfolio Management

Responsible for assessing efficiency program objectives, timelines, and resources (for a sector or
the total portfolio), planning a set of sector programs needed to meet requirements beyond the
current program year, and maintaining a balance of sector program activities across the portfolio
in order to achieve multi-year goals, among other responsibilities

Government

Has government perspective of working toward energy efficiency goals

July 22, 2019 Version
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